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Abstract. As Nietzsche once wrote “Without music, life would be a
mistake”1. The music we listen to reflects our personality, our way to
approach life. In order to enforce self-awareness, we devised a Personal
Listening Data Model that allows for capturing individual music prefer-
ences and patterns of music consumption. We applied our model to 30k
users of Last.Fm for which we collected both friendship ties and multiple
listening. Starting from such rich data we performed an analysis whose
final aim was twofold: (i) capture, and characterize, the individual di-
mension of music consumption in order to identify clusters of like-minded
Last.Fm users; (ii) analyze if, and how, such clusters relate to the social
structure expressed by the users in the service. Do there exist individuals
having similar Personal Listening Data Models? If so, are they directly
connected in the social graph or belong to the same community?
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1 Introduction

Music consumption is one of the activities that better reflects human personality:
each one of us has her own tastes and habits when talking about music. In recent
history, the World Wide Web revolution has deeply changed the way music enters
in our daily routine. Online giants like Spotify, iTunes, SoundCloud have made
huge accessible catalogs of music products to everybody everywhere.

We propose a Personal Listening Data Model (PLDM ) able to capture the
characteristics and systematic patterns describing music listening behavior. PLDM
is built on a set of personal listening: a listening is formed by the song listened,
the author of the song, the album, the genre and by the listening time. PLDM
summarizes each listener behavior, explains her music tastes and pursues the goal
of providing self-awareness so as to fulfill the Delphic maxim “know thyself”.

However, listening music is not only an individual act but also a social one.
This second nature of music consumption is the stone on which several online
services pose their grounds. Among them, one of the most famous is Last.Fm. On
such platform, users can build social ties by following peer listeners. The social

1 Twilight of the Idols, 1889.



network that arises from such a process represents highly valuable information.
On such structure, artists/tracks/album adoptions give birth to a social-based
recommender system in which each user is exposed to the listening of her friends.

It has been widely observed how homophily [19, 26] often drives implicitly
the rising of social structures encouraging individuals to establish ties with like-
minded ones. Does music taste play the role of social glue in the online world?
To answer such a question, we combine individual and group analysis, and we
propose a way to characterize communities of music listeners by their preferences
and behaviors.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys works related to personal
data model and Last.Fm online social network. Section 3 describes our model
for analyzing musical listening and the relationship with friends. In Section 4
are presented the individual and social analysis performed on a dataset of 30k
Last.Fm users. Finally, Section 5 summarizes conclusion and future works.

2 Related Work

The analysis of music listening is becoming increasingly valuable due to the
increasing attention the music world is receiving from the scientific community.

Several works have analyzed data regarding online listening in order to model
diffusion of new music genres/artists, as well as to analyze the behaviors and
tastes of users. In [24] the authors identified through factor analysis three pat-
terns of preference associated with liking for most types of Rock Music, general
Breadth of Musical Preference, and liking for Popular Music. Also [25] examined
individual differences in music preferences, and preferences for distinct music
dimensions were related to various personality dimensions. In [6] was proposed
a music recommendation algorithm by using multiple social media information
and music acoustic-based content. In [4], the authors, studied the topology of the
Last.Fm social graph asking for similarities in taste as well as on demographic
attributes and local network structure. Their results suggest that users connect
to “online” friends, but also indicate the presence of strong “real-life” friend-
ship ties identifiable by the multiple co-attendance of the same concerts. The
authors of [22] measured different dimensions of social prominence on a social
graph built upon 70k Last.Fm users whose listening were observed for 2 years.
In [23] was analyzed the cross-cultural gender differences in the adoption and
usage of Last.Fm. Using social media data, the authors of [21] designed a mea-
sure describing the diversity of musical tastes and explored its relationship with
variables that capture socioeconomic, demographics, and traits such as openness
and degree of interest in music. In [32] is shown how to define statistical models
to describe patterns of song listening in an online music community. In [13] is
shown how the usage of a personal listening data model (also exploited in this
work) can provide a high level of self-awareness and to enable the development
of a wide range of analysis exploited here with social network analysis measures.



The access to this huge amount of data generates novel challenges. Among
them, the need to handle efficiently individual data is leading to the development
of personal models able to deal and summarize human behavior.

These data models can be generic or specific with respect to the type of data.
In [20] is described openPDS, a personal metadata management framework that
allows individuals to collect, store, and give fine-grained access to their metadata
to third parties. [31] described My Data Store a tool that enables people to
control and share their personal data. My Data Store has been integrated in [30]
into a framework enabling the development of trusted and transparent services.
Finally, in [1] is proposed that each user can select which applications have to be
run on which data enabling in this way diversified services on a personal server.
The majority of works in the literature focus their attention on the architecture
of the personal data store and on how to treat data sharing and privacy issues.
The main difference between the personal data model proposed and those present
in the literature is that our model focuses in obtaining an added value from the
personal data through the application of data mining techniques.

In this work, we propose to apply the methodological framework introduced
in [16] for mobility data to analyze personal musical preferences. An application
of this approach in mobility data and transactional data can be found in [29, 11,
17]. Moreover, in [14] is shown haw the network component becomes fundamental
to leverage the power of the analysis from the personal level to the collective
ones. User experience in online social media services, however, is composed not
only of individual activities but also of interactions with other peers. The role of
social communities and friendship ties is, for sure important to understand the
factors that drive the users’ engagement toward an artist/product. In order to
assess the strength of social influence measures based on homphily [19] and on
common interests have long been applied in social networks. For instance, the
structure of ego-networks and homophily on Twitter was studied in [3] where the
authors investigated the relations between homophily and topological features
discovering a high homophily w.r.t. topics of interest. The authors of [2] exploited
homophily in latent attributes to augment the users’ features with information
derived from Twitter profiles and from friends’ posts. Their results suggest that
the neighborhood context carries a substantial improvement to the information
describing a user. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to
define a data model able to capture musical listening behavior and to use it to
analyze the relationships in the social network.

3 Personal Listening Data Model

In this section, we formally describe the Personal Listening Data Model. By
applying the following definitions and functions, it is possible to build for each
user a listening profile giving a picture of her habits in terms of listening.

Definition 1 (Listening). Given a user u we define Lu = {〈time-stamp, song,
artist, album, genre〉} as the set of listening performed by u.



Fig. 1: A listening l = {〈time-stamp, song, artist, album, genre〉} is a tuple
formed by the time-stamp indicating when the listening was performed, the
song listened, the artist which played the song, the album the song belongs to
and the genre of the artist.

Each listening l (see Fig. 1) is an abstraction of a real listening since a song
can belong to more than a genre and can be played by more than an artist2.
However, we can assume this abstraction without losing in generality.

From the set of listening Lu we can extract the set of songs Su, artists Au,
albums Bu and genres Gu for each user. More formally we have:

– Su = {song|〈·, song, ·, ·, ·〉 ∈ Lu}
– Au = {artist|〈·, ·, artist, ·, ·〉 ∈ Lu}
– Bu = {album|〈·, ·, ·, album, ·〉 ∈ Lu}
– Gu = {genre|〈·, ·, ·, ·, genre〉 ∈ Lu}

Besides the sizes of these sets, a valuable summary of the user behavior can be
realized through frequencies dictionary indicating the support (i.e. the relative
number of occurrences) of each feature of the listening.

Definition 2 (Support). The support function returns the frequency dictio-
nary of (item, support) where the support of an item is obtained as the number
of occurring items on the number of listening.

sup(X,L) = {(x, |Y |/|L|)|x ∈ X ∧ Y ⊆ Ls.t.∀l ∈ Y, x ∈ l}

We define the following frequency dictionaries: su = sup(Su, Lu), au = sup(Au, Lu),
bu = sup(Bu, Lu), gu = sup(Gu, Lu), du = sup(D,Lu) and tu = sup(T, Lu)
where D = {mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat, sun} contains the days of weeks, and
T = {(2-8], (8-12], (12-15], (15-18], (18-22], (22-2]} contains the time slots of the
day (i.e. early and late morning, early and late afternoon, early and late night).

These dictionaries can be exploited to extract indicators.

Definition 3 (Entropy). The entropy function returns the normalized entropy
in [0, 1] of a dictionary x. It is defined as:

entropy(X) = −
n∑

i=1

P(xi) logb P(xi)/ logb n

The entropy tends to 0 when the user behavior with respect to the observed
variable is systematic, tends to 1 when the behavior is not predictable. These

2 The choice of describing a listening with these attributes is related to the case study.
Additional attributes can be used when available from the data. We highlight that
listening means that the song was played and not necessarily entirely listened.



indicators are similar to those related to shopping behavior described in [10, 12].
We define the entropy for songs, artists, albums, genres, days and time-slots as
esu = entropy(gu), eau = entropy(au), ebu = entropy(bu), egu = entropy(gu),
edu = entropy(du) and etu = entropy(tu).

A pattern we consider is the top listened artist, genre, etc.

Definition 4 (Top). The top function returns the most supported item in a
dictionary. It is defined as:

top(X) = argmax
(x,y)∈X

(y)

We define the top for songs, artists, albums and genres as ŝu = top(su), âu =

top(au), b̂u = top(bu) and ĝu = top(gu).

Moreover, we want to consider for each user the set of representatives, i.e.
significantly most listened, subsets of artists, albums, and genres.

Definition 5 (Repr). The repr function returns the most representative sup-
ported items in a dictionary. It is defined as:

repr(X) = knee
(x,y)∈X

(y)

The result of repr(X) contains a set of preferences such that their support is
higher than the support of most of the listening done with respect to other artists,
albums, and genres. For example if user u has gu = {(rock, 0.4), (pop, 0.3), (folk,
0.1), (classic, 0.1), (house, 0.1)}. Then the result of repr(gu) will bet {(rock, 0.4),
(pop, 0.3)}. This result is achieved by employing a technique known as “knee
method” [28] represented by the function knee(·). It sorts the vector according
to the supports, and it returns as most representative the couples with support
greater or equal than the support corresponding to the knee in the curve of the
ordered frequencies. We define the most representative for songs, artists, albums
and genres as s̃u = repr(su), ãu = repr(au), b̃u = repr(bu) and g̃u = repr(gu).
Obviously we have ĝu ⊆ g̃u ⊆ gu that holds also for songs, albums and artists.

Finally, in order to understand how each user is related with her friends in
terms of preferences we define the set of friends of a user u as fu = {v1, . . . , vn}
where ∀vi ∈ U, vi ∈ fu. The ego-network of each user u is modeled by fu.

By applying the definitions and the functions described above on the user
listening Lu we can turn the raw listening data of a user into a complex per-
sonal data structure that we call Personal Listening Data Model (PLDM). The
PMDL characterizes the listening behavior of a user by means of its indicators,
frequencies and patterns.



Definition 6 (Personal Listening Data Model). Given the listening Lu we
define the personal listening data model as

Pu = 〈|Lu|, |Su|, |Au|, |Bu|, |Gu|, indicators

esu , eau , ebu , egu , edu , etu , indicators

su, au, bu, gu, du, tu, frequencies

ŝu, âu, b̂u, ĝu, patterns

s̃u, ãu, b̃u, g̃u, patterns

fu〉 friends

It is worth to notice that, that according to the procedures followed in [18,
15], the PLDM can be extracted by following a parameter-free approach.

4 LastFM Case Study

In this section, we discuss the benefits derivable from using PLDM while an-
alyzing the data extracted from a famous music-related online social network:
Last.Fm. In Last.Fm people can share their own music tastes and discover new
artists and genres on the bases of what they, or their friends, like. In such a
service, each user produces is characterized by two elements: the social structure
it is embedded in and her own listening. Through each listening, a user expresses
a preference for a certain song, artist, album, genre, and take place in a certain
time. Using Last.Fm APIs3 we retrieved the last 200 listening, as well as the
social graph G = (U,E), of about 30, 000 users resident in the UK4. For each
user u ∈ U , given the listening Lu we calculated her PLDM Pu. Using such indi-
vidual model, we then performed a two-stage analysis aimed at: (a) describing
how Last.Fm users can be characterized, 4.1, and (b) analyzing if, and how, the
Last.Fm social structure reflects homophily behaviors, 4.2.

4.1 Who I am? PLDM Analysis.

The first analysis we report is related to the indicators of the PLDMs {Pu}
extracted. In Fig. 2 are reported the distributions of the number of users which
have listened a certain number of songs |Su|, artists |Au|, albums |Bu| and genres
|Gu|. The first distribution is right-skewed with most of the users who have
listened to about 140 songs (this implies that some tracks have been listened
more than once). On the other hand, the other distributions are left-skewed: a
typical user listened to about 60 artists, 70 albums and 10 genres.

Fig. 3 depicts the distributions of the entropy. It emerges that users are much
more systematic with respect to the listening time (day of week and time of the

3 http://www.last.fm/api/, retrieval date 2016-04-04
4 The code, along with the ids of seed users used in this study, is available at https://
github.com/GiulioRossetti/LastfmProfiler. The complete dataset is not released
to comply with Last.fm TOS.



Fig. 2: Distributions of the number of songs |Su|, artists |Au|, albums |Bu| and
genres |Gu| respectively. The black vertical lines highlight the means.

Fig. 3: Distributions of entropy for artists eau
, genre egu , day of week edu

and
time of day etu respectively. The black vertical lines highlight the means.

day) than with respect to what they listen to. This behavior is in opposition to
what happens in shopping [10]. Apparently, since the artist and genre entropy
are right-skewed, it seems that most of the users are not very systematic with
respect to the genre or to the artist. This can indicate that it is very unlikely
that it exists a unique prevalence towards a certain artist or genre.

In Fig. 4 (left), we observe the heat-map of the correlations among the indica-
tors. Some of them like |Au|, |Bu|, |Gu| are highly correlated5 (cor(|Au|, |Bu|) =
0.8569, cor(|Gu|, |Bu| = 0.6358)): the higher the number of artists or genres,
the higher the number of albums listened. Other interesting correlations are
cor(|Bu|, egu) = −0.3275 and cor(|Bu|, eau

) = 0.5483. Their density scatter plots
are reported in Fig. 4 (center, right): the higher the number of albums listened,
the lower the variability with respect to the genre and the higher the variability
with respect to the artists. From this result, we understand that a user listening
to many different albums narrows its musical preferences toward a restricted set
of genres and that it explores these genres by listening to various artists of this
genre and not having a clear preference among these artists.

A user can get benefit from a smart visualization of the PLDM indicators
obtaining a novel level of self-awareness of her listening behavior. For instance, a
user could discover that is listening to a great variety of artists but that they all
belong to the same genre and that she always listens to them following the same
pattern of songs. A possible reaction could be to start her new listening with an
unknown artist belonging to a different genre to enlarge her musical knowledge
and discover if she really dislikes certain genres or just had never the occasion to
listen to them. Moreover, due to the continuously growing size of the personal
raw listening dataset, the PLDM can be recalculated in different time windows
so that the user can observe changes and/or stability in the listening profile.

5 The p-value is zero (or smaller than 0.000001) for all the correlations.



Fig. 4: (left) Correlation matrix; (center-left) Scatter density plots of number of
albums |Bu| versus genre entropy egu and (center-right) versus artists entropy
eau ; (right) Storage for the model.

PLDM efficiency, Storage Analysis. We report in Fig. 4(right) the boxplots
of the storage occupancy of the data model PLDMs (left) and for the raw lis-
tening (right). The storage required by the data model is typically one third of
the storage required by the raw data. Moreover, the storage space of the data
model will not grow very much when storing more listening because the num-
ber of possible genres, artists, albums, songs is limited, while the number of
listening grows continuously. Thus, an average storage of 0.01Mb together with
a computational time of max 5 sec per user guarantees that the PLDM could be
calculated and stored individually without the need for central service.

Frequency And Patterns Analysis. When dealing with music listening data,
it is common to identify users by looking only to their most listened genre/artist.
In order to prove that this assumption does not represent the users’ preferences
properly, we exploit the knowledge coming from the frequency vectors. We an-
alyze the frequency vectors au, gu, the top listened âu, ĝu, and the most repre-
sentative ãu, g̃u. In order to simplify the following discussion, we will refer to
the sets ãu and g̃u equivalently as x̃ and to the artists and genres contained in
such sets as preferences. In Fig. 5 is depicted the result of this analysis for the
genre (top row) and artist (bottom row)6.

The first column shows the distribution of the number of users with respect
to the number of representative genres |g̃u| and artists |ãu|. In both cases, the
smallest value is larger than 1, indicating that each user has more than a pref-
erence. On the other hand, a large part of all the genres and artists listened are
removed when passing from x to x̃. Indeed, the mean for the genres passes from
10 to 3, the mean for the artist passes from 60 to 10.

The second column in Fig. 5 illustrates the distribution of the number of
users with respect to the maximum difference in frequencies between the listening
preference obtained as max(x̃)−min(x̃). Both for genres and artists, the mode
of this value is close to zero. This proofs that the highest preferences are similar
in terms of listening for the majority of the users.

The third column shows the distributions of the users with respect to the
most listened artist support mas and most listened genre support mgs given

6 The analysis of bu have similar results (not reported due to lack of space).



Fig. 5: Frequencies analysis for genre (left) and artist (right). First row : distri-
bution of number of users w.r.t the number of representative preferences. Second
row : distribution of number of users w.r.t the maximum difference in frequencies
between the listening preference. Third row : distribution of number of users w.r.t
the support given by the representative preferences. Last row : density scatter plot
between the representative preferences support and the ratio of their number on
the number of all the possible artists or genres.

by mas = v|(a, v) = âu and mgs = v|(g, v) = ĝu respectively, versus the rep-
resentative artist support ras and representative genre support rgs given by
ras = sum(v|(a, v) ∈ ãu) and rgs = sum(v|(g, v) ∈ g̃u). From these distribu-
tions is evident the increase of the support when are considered, not only the
preferred, but also all the representative preferences.

The last column reports a density scatter plot between the representative
preferences support (rgs and the ras) and the ratio of their number on the num-
ber of all the artists or genres listened, i.e. |ãu|/|Au| and |g̃u|/|Gu| respectively.
Since the higher concentration of the points is tends to be around 0.2 with re-
spect to the x-axis and around 0.5 with respect to the y-axis we have that for
most of the users it is sufficient a limited number of preferences (but more than
one) to reach a very high level of support. This concludes that each user can be
described by a few preferences that highly characterize her.

Finally, it is interesting to observe how the total support of the users and
consequently the ranks of the top ten artists and genres change when the prefer-
ences in |g̃u| and |ãu| are considered instead of those in |ĝu| and |âu|. We report
in Table 1 the top ten of the top listened genres and artists and the top ten
of the most representative genres and artists with the users support, i.e., the
percentage of users having that genre or artist as ĝu or âu, and g̃u or ãu. We can
notice how for the two most listened genres (rock and pop) there is a significant
drop in the total support, vice-versa the other genres gain levels of support. The
overall rank in the genre top ten is not modified very much. On the other hand,
a completely new rank appears for the artists with a clear redistribution of the
support out of the top ten. This last result is another proof that the user’s pref-
erences are systematic, but they are not towards a unique genre or artist, while
they are towards groups of preferences.



{ĝu} sup {âu} sup {g̃u} sup {ãu} sup
1 Rock 53.86 The Beatles 0.75 Rock 13.41 David Bowie 0.29
2 Pop 19.64 David Bowie 0.72 Pop 9.73 Arctic Monkeys 0.26
3 Hip Hop 5.05 Kanye West 0.56 Hip Hop 5.16 Radiohead 0.24
4 Electronic 2.21 Arctic Monkeys 0.54 Inide Rock 4.39 Rihanna 0.24
5 Folk 2.03 Rihanna 0.51 Folk 4.31 Coldplay 0.23
6 Punk 1.74 Lady Gaga 0.48 Electronic 4.26 The Beatles 0.22
7 Inide Rock 1.65 Taylor Swift 0.47 Punk 4.07 Kanye West 0.21
8 Dubstep 0.90 Radiohead 0.43 House 2.63 Muse 0.19
9 House 0.85 Muse 0.38 R&B 2.53 Florence 0.19
10 Metal 0.84 Daft Punk 0.37 Emo 2.11 Lady Gaga 0.19

Table 1: Top ten of the top listened ({ĝu}, {âu}) and most representative ({g̃u},
{ãu}) genres and artists with corresponding support.

4.2 Who are my friends? PLDM, network and homophily.

So far, we focused on describing how individual users can be characterized by
their listening patterns; however, sometimes self-awareness by itself is not suffi-
cient to realize who we are. In order to understand where we are positioned with
respect to the mass or with respect to our friends, we need to compare ourselves
with them and to calculate the degree of the differences.

Given two users u, v ∈ U it is possible to calculate the similarity between
them by comparing their PLDMs Pu and Pv. By exploiting the previous result,
we decided to compute two distinct families of similarities:

– music-taste similarity: computed on the most representative music prefer-
ences, e.g. g̃u, instead of complete frequency dictionaries for artist, album
and genre;

– temporal similarity computed on the day/timeslot frequency dictionaries.

We can analyze the similarity among two users by using the cosine similarity
function among their frequency dictionaries: for example given g̃u and g̃v for u
and v, we measure their similarity as cos(gu, gv) = gu∗gv

||gu||||gv|| .

To understand if, and how, friendship ties affect the listening behavior and
users’ homophily we calculated the similarities among all the pairs of users in U
(we call this set A), and we compared these distributions with the ones obtained
by filtering out the nodes that are not directly connected in the social graph.
Fig. 6 reports the distribution between pairs of users for artist, album, genre,
day, and time-slot. Quite surprisingly, we can observe nearly exactly the same
distributions7 when considering all the pairs in A or just the friends (F ). This
means that users’ ties in Last.Fm social network are not driven by a special
listening behavior: the friends in the users’ ego-networks are a sample of all the
users inscribed to the system. Another interesting result is that genre, day and
time-slot distributions are “reverse tilde” v-shaped. There is a peak of pairs
which are not similar at all (similarity equals to zero), and a growing trend of
pairs of users which are more and more similar up to another peak of quite similar
use: just a few couples are identical. On the other hand, the distributions for

7 The Pearson correlations ranges in [0.96, 0.99], p-value � 1.0e−60.



Fig. 6: Distributions between all the pairs of users A and between users which
are friends F for artists, albums, genres, days and time-slots (from left to right).

Fig. 7: (left) Boxplots of ego-network indicators µ and σ for album, genre, day
and time-slots; (right) Community Discovery results.

artists are long-tailed, while those for album are U-shaped with a peak between
most similar and a peak between most different.

Ego-Networks and homophily. According to [2, 9], we decided to characterize
each user with respect to her listening behavior and the listening behavior of her
friends. We described the ego-network and the homophily of each user (for each
analyzed feature) through two additional indicators µ and σ. We indicate with µ
the inter-quartile mean and with σ the standard deviation of the cosine similarity
calculated on the Last.Fm friends fu of a given user u. The higher is µ, the more
homophilous is u with her friends w.r.t. a certain variable X (where X can be the
genre, album, etc.). The higher is σ, the more various is the similarity between
u and her friends fu w.r.t. a certain variable X. Fig. 7 depicts the boxplots
of µ (left) and σ (right) for album, genre, day and time-slot. We indicate with
cos(X, fu) the cosine of a certain variable X calculated between user u and her
friends fu. Most of the users have a low µ indicator for the album, but many users
have quite high µ indicators for the genre, day and time-slot. The variability σ
is in line with the previous indicator: the higher the similarity, the higher the
variability of the features.

Segmentation Analysis. By exploiting the previous indicators µ and σ we
investigate the existence of different groups of listeners with respect to their
listening taste compared with those of their friends. We applied the clustering
algorithm K-Means [28] by varying the number of clusters k ∈ [2, 50]. By observ-
ing the sum of squared error [8] we decided to select 8 as the number of clusters.
In Fig. 8 are described the normalized radar charts representing the centroids
and the size of the clusters.

Cluster D is the cluster with the lowest indicators. It contains the users
who are not very similar to their friends. If we observe the left part of the
radars representing clusters B and G, we can notice that they are comparably



Fig. 8: Radar charts for the centroids of the clusters extracted on the indicators
of friendship homophily based on PMDLs.

pronounced in terms of users having friends with similar listening behavior (time-
slot, day and genre). However, cluster G has also a great variety with respect
to these features. On the contrary, cluster C contains only users having a great
variability but not significant similarity in preferences with their friends. Clusters
E, F and H have variability very low and are complementary in terms of µs. The
first one contains users similar w.r.t. time-slot and genre, the second one users
similar w.r.t. day and time-slot, the last one users similar w.r.t genre and day.
Finally, cluster A, the smallest one, contains users who are similar w.r.t album
besides genre, day and time.

Once identified clusters of similar users, we analyzed if their characterization
reflects on the network structure: are community formed by users belonging to
the same cluster? To achieve this goal we design a three-step approach:

1. partitioning of the social graph G = (U,E) in mesoscale topologies by ap-
plying a community discovery;

2. labeling of each node within a community with the identifier of the cluster
it belongs to;

3. evaluating the level of purity of each community as the relative support of
the most shared node label.

Among various community discovery algorithms, we decided to adopt a state-
of-art bottom-up approach: Demon [7]. Demon works on the assumption that,
in a social scenario, communities emerge from the choices of individuals: each
Last.Fm user directly chooses her friends, and the community she belongs to
is implicitly described by this bottom-up wiring pattern. Demon extract micro-
communities starting from the ego-network graph of each user and then recom-
bines them in order to identify stable and dense mesoscale structures without
suffering the so-called “scale problem” that affects other approaches based on
modularity (e.g., Louvain [5]). Moreover, the chosen algorithm has proven to be



one of the best solutions while the final task was to identify network substruc-
tures able to bound homophilic behaviors [27].

By applying Demon we obtained 2160 communities. Most of the communities
are pure with respect to the clustering labels. Indeed 30% of the communities
are perfectly pure and 60% of the communities have a purity higher than the
0.67 (see Fig. 7 (center-right)). We compared this result against a random model
obtained through 100 random permutations of the clustering labeling in the com-
munities. The line represents the average of these simulations. Even though the
shape of the distribution is similar, high levels of purity are not reached for a
considerable portion of the communities. Thus, in general, the users in a com-
munity tend to belong to the same cluster. This result lets us conclude that,
even if each user has its own peculiar profile, it tends to be surrounded by peers
that share similar behavior with respect to the listening tastes compared with
those of her friends. Communities are not composed by users that necessarily
listen to the same artist/album/genre or that use the service during the same
day/time-slot. Conversely, they group together users having the same degree of
erratic behaviors. What emerges is that service usage drives people to connect.
For example, users that like to listen to various genres tend to surround them-
selves with people with high music preference entropy (maybe to maximize the
exposure to novelty). Vice-versa, users that like to listen to few genres tend to
surround themselves with friends with music taste narrowed towards specific
genres (maybe to deeply explore various artists of those genres) As highlighted
by Fig. 7 (right) this result is not affected by the size of the community even
though it seems that for larger communities the purity tends to 0.5.

5 Conclusion

The endless growth of individual data is requiring efficient models able to store
information and tools for automatically transforming this knowledge into a per-
sonal benefit. In this paper, we have presented the Personal Listening Data Model
(PLDM). The PLDM is designed to deal with musical preferences and can be em-
ployed for many applications. By employing the PLDM on a set of 30k Last.Fm
users we endorsed the potentiality of this data structure. We have shown how our
modeling approaches can be used to increase the self-awareness of Last.Fm users
enabling for a succinct description of music tastes as well as service usage habits.
We have discussed how the indicators composing the PLDM can be exploited
to produce a user segmentation able to discriminate between different groups
of listeners. Finally, we studied the correlations among the segments identified
and the modular structure of the Last.Fm social graph. From this last analysis
clearly emerges that Last.Fm users tend to cluster, in the network sense, with
peers having a similar degree of music entropy and/or similar temporal listening
behaviors. In the future, we would like to implement a real web service where
a user can provide his Last.Fm username and a personal dashboard exploiting
all the features contained in the PLDM, as well as her similarity to her friends,
is shown. The dashboard would allow self-awareness and self-comparison with



other users, with similar users or with the user’s friends. In this way, a user
could enlarge his musical experience, try novel tracks, and increase her musical
education because knowledge comes from listening.
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